
IN THE COURT OF THE SPECIAL JUDGE :::::: BONGAIGAON

Special (P) Case No. 6 (M)/2015

U/S 6 of POCSO Act.

(Arising out of GR Case No. 575 of 2014)

State of Assam

Vs.

Asuruddin.......Accused.

PRESENT.'- Sri Binod Kr Cheti,
Special Judge (under POCSO Act),
Bongaigaon.

Aooearance :-.

For the State : Snrti R. Choudhury, Special Public
Prosecutor.

For the accused : Sri P. Sarma, advocate.

Date of Argun'rent : 06.06.20L9,22.07.2019.

Date of Judgment : 23.07.2019.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The prosecution case, in brief, as per FIR dated

06.11.20L4 of the informant Abdul Khaleque is that on 5.11.2014 at

around 7 P.M while the informant's son Mr X aged about L0 years wl-rile

returning home by grinding rice at Patiladaha rice mill was enticed by the

accused Asuruddin and taken him to the nearby paddy field and sexually

assaulted hirn there forcefully had carnal intercourse through the anus of

the victim child.

2. On receipt of the FIR from the informant, the O/C,

Manikpr"rr Police Station, registered the case being Manikpur Police

Station Case No. 20112014 U/S 4 of POCSO Act and entrusted S.l.
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Haidar Ali Ahmed to investigate the case. Accordingly, trre Investigatingofficer arrested the accused, visited the prace of occurrence, recorded thestatement of the witnesses, sent the victim for medicar examination, gotrecorded his sratement u/s 164 cr.p.c and then on completion ofinvestigation iaid charge-sheet against the accused Asuruddin u/s 4 0fPOCSO Act.

.)J' on appearance of the accused and on perusing policereport and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie case, chargeu/s 4 0f pocso Act was framed against the accused vide oder dated26'02'201i The accused pleaded not guilty when charge was read overand explained to him and claimed for trial. Subsequently vide orderdared 11'4'2018 the charge was arrered to Sectio, ;; the pocSo A*,which was pleaded not guilty by the accused.

Point for determination:_

Whether on 05.11.2014 ot obout Z p.M near pafiladoha
bajar commited aggravarcd penetrotive sexuolossaulr
on the victim minor boy punishabte U/S 6 of pOCSO
Act ?

5. In this case, to bring home the charge against theaccused, prosecution has examined as many as B (eight) witnesses. Theparticular of the witnesses are given in the Appendix to the judgment.statement of the accused was recorded uis 313 cr.p.c in which, hedenied ail the allegations leveled against him and decrined ro adduceevidence.

Heard the argument advanced by the jearned counsel
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of both sides.
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Mrs R. Choudhury, the learned

Prosecutor appearing for the State has submitted that ir
sexual assault on a minor boy and the cogent evidence

sufficient for conviction of the accused.

Special Public

is a case of anal

of the victim is

B. Refuting the argument advanced by the learned

Special Public Prosecutor, Mr p. sarma appearing for the accused has

stated that on perusal of the witnesses lacked the evidence to bring home
the charge u/s G of pocso Act. Learned counsel hammered upon the
medical evidence of pw 1 (doctor) who found no injury on the anus of
the victim boy. Defence plea is that no such offence has taken place and

out of enmity a concocted story has been made to support the same the so

called victim boy has been tutored to depose falsely.

9. In order to appreciate argument advanced on behalf
of both sides, I deem it appropriate to briefly recapitulate the evidence on
record as follows :

10' pw 1 (Dr. Karuna Kanra Tarukdar), rhe Medical

officer deposed that on 06.11.2014 at abour 3.sB pM he examined the

victim identified by Home guard, Dildar Hussain and found as follows:-

History of alleged calrse of injury _ nil. Systemic
examination : pulse rate 72lmin, blood pressure - 1ool70 mm of Hg,

chest, c.v.s, c'N.s, R.s, G.r.s - NAD. Injury on the body if any - nil.

The doctor opined that there was no sign or sexual'i t''OEc"
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act over his body and there was no violent or injury mark in his private

part. The medical officer proved the report as Ext.1.

During cross-examination he stated that if there is

anal intercourse, there must be injury and blood mark. He stated that he

did not advise for determination the actual age of the boy.

tt. PW 2 (the victim) in his evidence stated that on

5.LL.2014 at around 3.00 p.M he went to mill for grinding rice, but due to

failure of electricity, he returned home. Again at around 6 p.M he went to

the mill and after grinding, was returning home around 7 p.M carrying

the rice bag upon his head. on the way he met accused Asuruddin who

in the pretext of helping him in lifting the bundle of grass upon his head,

took him to the nearby paddy field, where Asuruddin gagged his mouth,

removed his long pant and thereafter inserted his penis in the anus as a

result of which he felt pain, but as his mouth was gagged, he could not

raise alarm. After sometime, accused released him and asked not to
disclose the matter to others. Thereafter, he picked up the rice bag and

returned home. The accused Asuruddin also came to his house and told
that he was atracked by some ghost. The accused took him and his

mother to the house of accused and offer some incantation water, but he

refused to take it and returned home. In the return journey, he reported

the incident in the house of sorab Ali in presence of his mother. Hearing
hulla, his father reached there and he reported the incident to his father,

Nitish Mandal, osman Gani, Komoruddin and Muslima Begum.

Knowing about the incident osman Gani called the accused but the

accused did not come at which Osman Goni told his father to inform the

matter to the police. He further stated that he was examined by doctor

and got his statement recorded in Court, vide Ext 2.

Contd....
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During cross he stated that on the day of incident he

was wearing white long pant a small pant and a black jacket. Taking the

plea of enemy between the accused and osman Gani, during cross it was

brought on record that osman Gani his neighbour had a tractor, but as the

road to the house of osman Gani was narrow and hence used to keep the

tractor in another place and that the accused resided in his elder sister's

house who often picked up quarrel witl-r osman Gani. He further stated

that his house is situated about 2 K.M away from the rice mill and the

road towards rice mill is a public road. He stated that he kept the rice

bag in paddy field but he had not notice any grass with the accused. At
the time of committing the incident, the accused gagged his mouth with
one of his hand without tying his hands and legs. He stated that though

he did not kick the accused but gave him fist blows. He denied the

suggestion that the case was filed falsely so that the accused cannot

debar OsmanGani from keeping his tractor in his house. He further stated

that police seized his long pant, but his small pant and jacket were not

seized. He further stated that his long pant and jacket smeared mud stain.

12, PW 3 (Osman Gani) deposed thar on 5.11.2014 at

around 7 P.M while he was offering 'namaz' and at that time Muslima

Begum, Abdul Khaleque, Sorab Ali, Nitish Mandal had brought the

victim boy to his house and the victim reported him that when he was

returning after grinding rice at around 6/6.30 p.M he met the accused in

the mid way and on the pretext of lifting the bundle of grass over his

head, had taken him to the nearby paddy field and then pressing his

mouth removed his pant and committed intercourse with him. Then he

called the accused, his elder sister and brother-in-law, but nobody came

and hence he asked to take the help of law,-:-.--.-
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During cross examination he stated that he owned a

tractor and the path in front of his house is narrow, hence he cannot take

the tractor to his house. He stated that the accused resides in the house of
his elder sister. He denied the suggestion that he wanted to purchase five
hands of land from the elder sister of the accused so that he could
broaden his path and as the accused prevented his elder sister from
selling the land, hence, this case was filed falsely. He denied the

suggestion that the accused did not do any bad act upon rhe victim. He

admitted that he had not seen the incident. He stated that the road

towards market is a cultivable 'ali' road hence there is less movement of

PW 4 (Mustt Mushlina Begum), the mother of the

victim deposed that on the day of incident she sent the victim for
grinding rice, but due to fairure of electricity, the victim returned.

However, due to scarcity of rice, she again sent him to the mill but till
6/7.00 P.M, he did not return. At 7 p.M the accused Asuruddin came

alongwith her son and gave her the rice. The accused told that her son

was influenced by some spirit and wanted to take the victim to his house

on the pretext of applying some incantation. But as the victim did not
want to go with him, she also accompanied her victim son to the house of
the accused. In his house, the accused offered the victim some

incantation water but the victim did not take it. Thereafter, on the way
of returning home her victim son wished to go to the house of Babul,
son of Sorhab and sohrab came out, her son reported that the accused did
sexual intercourse with him by removing l,ris long pant. Then she

informed the matter to Nirish Mandal, osman Gani and Komoruddin. At
last they went to the house of osman Gani. Then osman Gani cailed the

accused but as he did not come, hence they went to thana. police got him

M-
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medically examined and got his statement recorded in the court.

During cross she stated that when she alongwith his

victim son went to the house of sorab Ali, accused Asuruddin also came

there and on being asked by sorab about the incident, the accused

denied. she denied the suggestion that she alongwith osman Gani filed
this false case against the accused.

1.4. PW 5 (Md Abdul Khaleque) is the father of the
victim. His evidence is that on 5.11.2014 in the afternoon his victim son,

aged 9/10 years went to rice mill for grinding rice and as the mill was

closed, keeping the rice bag there, he returned home. on coming of
electricity, his son again wenr to the mill and after grinding rice while
returning home, saw the accused Asuruddin standing on the road. The
accused Asuruddin in the pretext of asking assistance to load his bundle
of grass upon his head took the victim son near railway line towards
paddy field and gagging his mouth with ,gamocha, 

removed the white
pant of the victim and made him lie down upon the ground. Thereafter
the accused inserted his penis in the anus of the victim and also
threatened not to disclose the incident at home. Later on, the accused

with the victim came to his house and reported that his son was under

influence of spiritual power, which was denied by his son and narrated

about the torture upon him by the accused in the paddy field. Then he
reported the incident to Munshi, Sorab, Nitish Mandal and others and
lodged the FIR (Ext 3). Police seized the pant of the victim vide seizure
list. M. Ext 1 is the seized pant.

During cross he stated that on next day, he himself
produced the seized long pant at Manikpur police station. He stated that
at the time of incident the victim did not put on any undergarment. He

t\
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denied the suggestion that Munshi wanted some land from accused's

sister Aimon for a path but as accused Asurddin prevented his elder

sister from giving land and as such he conspired with Munshi and lodged

this false case. He denied the suggestion that the accused did bad act to
the victim was false. He stated that the victim at first reported him about

the incident in his house and then narrated the same to sorab, Munshi
and Nitish. He stated that after the incident the victim came home on

foot. He also stated that the accused threatened the victim not to disclose

the incident to others.

PW 6 (Nitish Mandal) in his evidence stated rhat on

the day of incident at around 6.00/7.00 p.M, on the way to patiladaha

market, met the accused and the victim and at around 7.30/8.00 p.M he

returned home from market. At that time the victim alongwith his

parents came to his house and reported that the accused taking the victim
to the paddy fieid attempted to assault and rape him. At that time the

victim was wearing a white pant and a brack jacket. He noticed soil in the

wearing apparels of the victim. They wanted to held a 'bichar' but as did
not find the accused in the house. They asked him to go to the police. He

proved his signature in the seizure list in respect of the seizure of pant.

During cross he stated that he did not know whether

the accused succeeded in committing the bad act. He denied the

suggestion that osman Gani made conspiracy to acquire land from the

elder sister of the accused and hence this case was filed with false

allegation.

15.

16. PW 7 (Sankar Ch Rabha), Scientific Officer deposed

that on 4.1,2.2014 he examined one white coloured dirty long pant
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conrains stain of suspected brood and found positive test for human brood
and semen. He proved the report as Ext 5.

During cross he stated that he did not mention from
what portion of the long pant, the sampre was colected by him.

17 ' pw B (Haidar Ari Ahmed), the Investigaring officer
testified that on 6.1,L.201,4 on receipt of an FIR, the case was registered
and he was entrusted to investigate the case. Accordingly, he visited the
place of occurrence, prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence,
(Ext.7), recorded the statement of the witnesses, sent the victim for
medical examination, got recorded the statement of the victim u/s 164
cr.P'c, arrested the accused, seized the wearing apparel of the victim
vide Ext.4, sent the seized cloth to F.s.L and at the close of the
investigation submitted charge sheet (Ext B) against the accused.

During cross he stated that the informant produced
the seized long pant of the victim but not any shirt or under pant. He also
stated that in the case diary it is mentioned that at the time of incident
the victim did not wear any under pant. He stated that the incident
occurred on 5.11.2014 and the FIR was rodged on 6. 7r.zor4at around 2
P.M.

18. There is no eye

prosecudon case rests on the evidence

corroboration from the other pWs.

witness in this case and the

of PW 2 (victim) other than the

w,
-ffi$'il*f

19. PW 2 is a boy aged about L2 /13 years when the
incident took place. His age is mentioned as 13 years in Ext 1 (medical
report) and he was examined by Pw 1 on 6.11.2014. The incident is of
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5.Lt.2014.

Cr.P.C (Ext

as 10 years.

20. PW 2's evidence is that on that day while he was
coming from the rice mill at around 7 p.M he met the accused on the way
ar-rd the accused asked him to raise the bundle of the grass on his head
and took him to the nearby paddy fierd, where the accused gagged his
mouth, took out his pant and raped him through anus. After raping the
accused told him not to disclose the matter to any one. Thereafter, pw 2

came to the road side where he has kept his rice bag, picked up and
proceeded towards home. The accused folowed him and tord that he has
been caught by some evil power and took him to his house for doing
some incantation. His mother also went with him to the house of the
accused' While returning they entered the house of Sorhab Ali where he
narrated the fact to them. some hulla took place, his father also came
there on hearing the matter. He informed the matter to Nitish Mandal,
osman Gani, Komoruddin and Musrima Begum. osman Gani calred for
the accused but accused did not turn up and his father informed the
matter to the police. Ext 2 is his statement given before the Magistrate.

21. In his cross examination he stated that on that day he
was wearing white long pant and there was no pant beneath it. His
another name is saidul. There was no grass bundle of the accused on the
paddy field. There was no injury on her person by that act. His regs and
hands were not tied. He assaurted the accused in his hand. The prace of
occurrence was wet and porice inspected that place. porice seized his
long pant only. Mud stain was there in his jacket.

(10)

His age is mentioned as 10 years when his statement U/S 164
2) was recorded and in the FIR (Ext 3) his age is mentioned

!
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22.

(1 1)

Contradictions was put to pW 2 and he stated that he
did not remember whether he stated before porice that he narrated the
fact in the house of Sorhab.

23. Defece counsel plea is that
between Osman Goni (pW 3) and the accused for
conspiracy against the accused and a false allegation
was tutored to depose falsely.

there was enmity

which there was a

is made and pW 2

W,.
-rf*ilffi

24. It was brought in the cross_examination of pW 2 that
osman Goni is their neighbour and as the road is narrow osman cannot
take his tractor to his house ; that the accused used to stay in the house of
his elder sister and there was quarrer between osman and the elder sister
of the accused.

25. In the cross of pW 3 suggestion was made that he
tried to purchase land measuring 3 hands from the elder sister of the
accused and the accused prevented his elder sister to seu that land for
which he could not purchase the land for taking his tractor to his house.
He also denied about the quarrer with the erder sister of the accused and
later on sought apology.

26' Defence tried to impress that for the quarrer or
enmity between osman Gani (pw 3) and the accused or the elder sister
of the accused, a farse aregation has been brought against the accused.
Prosecution submitted that even if there was some quarrer between
osman Gani and the accused, it has nothing to cro with the father or the
family members of the victim. There was no reason shown for pw 4 and
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Pw 5 , i.e the parents of pw 2, to make such a farse nasty ailegation
involving their son against the accused. By cross examining the defence
could nor demorish the evidence of pw 2, pw 4 and pw 5 even
aspersion could not be casted upon the evidence of these witnesses to
create a doubt on the veracity of their testimony. Further more, there
appears to be no reason for making such a false allegation against the
accused.

27 ' pw 2 is a ch,d witness. He was aged abou t r0 r 12
years when the incident took place. His sratement U/s 164 cr.p.c was
recorded by the Judiciar Ivlagistrate on 7.1_1.201,4 i.e on the second day
after the incident took prace on 5.11.2014 ataround 7 p.M. He was
examined before the court on 23.2.2016 i.e after about 1 years 3 monrhs
and he stated his age to be 11 years ailhat time.

28' child witnesses are susceptibre to tutoring and as
such while considering their evidence court is to be cautious. It is to be
seen whether such child witness was tutored or not. The fact and
circumstances of the case vis-a-vis the testimony of such child witness
needs to be considered to find out the veracity of the testimony of child
witness.

29' The Hon'ble supreme court in the case of Dattu
Ramarao sakhare vs state of Maharashrra reported in (19g7) s scc
341 held that - " A chitd wrrness if found competent b depose to the
focts and reliobre one, such evidence courd be thebasls of conviction. Irt
other words even in the obsence of oath the evidence of a chitdwirness
can be considered under section 118 of the Evidence Act provided thot
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such lvitness is able to understand the questions ond oble to give

rotional answers thereof. The evidence of a child wirness and credibility

thereof would depend upon the circumstonces of eoch cose. The onty

precaution which the court should bear in mind white ossessing the

evidence of a child wirness is rhar the witness must be a relioble one and

his/her demeanour must be like any other competent wifness and there is

no likelihood of being tutored.',

30. In the case of Ratansinh Dalsukhbhai Nayak Vs

state of Gujrat reported in (200a) 1 scc 64, the Hon'ble supreme

court relying upon the judgment of child witness held that " conviction

on the basis of the child witness is permiss ible if such witness is found
competent to testify and the Court after careful scrutiny of its evidence is

convinced about the quolity and reriabitity of the some. It was also held
that mere fact that the child was asked to say about the occurcence and

as what he saw did not amount to tutor.,,

31. In the instant case no such tutoring to depose falsely

has been found or could be inferred and the facts and circumstances of
the case do not put any such doubt on the veracity of the testimony of
PW 2.

CORROBORATION
PW 4 (Muslima Begum) is the mother of pW 2 and

on that day her son came home from the rice mill alongwith the accused,

who told her that her son was influenced by some spirit and wanted to
take him to his house for some incantation. As her son did not want to go

alone she accompanied him to the house of the accused where the

32.
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accused gave some incantation water but her son refused to take it. From

there they went to the house of sorhab Ari on the request of her son and

her son narrated the incident before them. she informed the matter to

Nitish Mandal, osman Gani and Komor Uddin. osman Gani called the

accused but he did not turn up and they went to the police to inform the

matter.

33. PW S (Abdul Khaleque) is the father of the victim

boy and his evidence is that on being heard about the matter from his son

he informed Munshi, sorhab, Nitiesh and others and lodged the FIR (Ext

3) He produced the long pant of his son which was seized vide Ext 4.

M. Ext 1 is the said seized long pant of his son.

34. PW 2 stated in his cross that he was wearing a white
colour long pant at that time and the same was seized vide Ext 4 (seizure

list) and M.Ext 1 is the said long pant. As per pw 2 the place where the

incident took place was wet for which mud stain were there on his pant

and the jacket. The seized long pant, M.Ext 1 was sent for forensic

examination and Pw 7 examined the same at FSL, Assam, Guwahati.
Ext 5 is his report. His evidence is that he received one white colour

dirty long pant containing stain suspected blood and semen on 4.r2.2014
and on examination it gave positive test for human blood and semen. In
cross he stated that he did not mention from which portion of the long
pant the same was collected by him.

35. pw 2 was a boy of around 10 years and the evidence

is that the accused raped him on that evening on the paddy field and at

that time Pw z was wearing that seized white long pant. Stain of blood

M/fl
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and semen was found during forensic examination. This fact
corroborates the version of pw 2 of his being raped by the accused.

36. The forensic report no doubt do not say as to whose
blood or semen was found in that long pant but the fact established is that
it was present there.

37. Defence counsel has drawn court attention to the
evidence of doctor (pw 1) that no injury was found on the private part of
Pw 2 and in the cross-examination pw 1 stated that the skin of child was
generally soft and sensitive and the particular area of anus is soft and
sensitive and if there is anar intercourse there must be injury and brood
mark.

38. The evidence of pw 1 and the medical examination
report i.e Ext 1 do not speak of any injury on the anus of the victim
boy(Pw 2). Injury depends on the extent of penetration and it is not so
that in every case of rape there will be fuil penetration and there wilr be
presence of injury on the private part. The definition of rape as per
Section 5 is wide. Section 3 of the posco Act defines penerrative
sexual assault and as per Section 3(b) of the Act insertion to any extent
any object or a part of the body, not being the penis, into vagina, the
urethra or anus of the child or make the child to do so with him or any
other person comes within the meaning of sexual assault. Injury is not
only the criteria to prove rape. Full penetration is not necessary to
establish the offence of rape. Insertion of penis or any object ro any
extent into vagina, urethra or anus completes the offence of rape.

r,,oBor
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There was no enmity between the parents

victim boy with the accused and there was no any such reason

informant to falsely implicate the accused. The evidence of

nowhere creates suspicion of telling lie or being tutored.

39.

4T,

of the

for the

PW2

40. Section 29 and 30 of the POCSO Act draws

presumption against the accused of commission of the offence by the

accused and his culpable mental state. section 2g provides that where a

person is prosecute for committing or abetting or attempting to commit

any offence U/s 3,5,7 and 9 of the Act, the court shall presume, that

such person has committed or abetted or attempted to commit offence, as

the case may be unless the contrary is proved. As per section 30 the

Court shall presume the existence of such mentally state but it shall be

defence for the accused to prove the fact that he had no such mentally

state with respect to the act charged as an offence for the prosecution.

(l

V.
/d, t,,,*gc,thTt**"

The presumption U/S 29 of the Act shall be triggered

only upon the prosecution first proving foundational fact of its case

against the appellant. In the absence of cogent evidence to prove such

foundational fact, the presumption u/s 29 of the pocso Act would not

operate against the accused. Even if such presumption arises, the

accused would be entitled to rebutt the presumption on preponderance of
probabilities, either by dis-crediting the prosecution witnesses through
effective cross-examination or by adducing evidence/witnesses in
support of its defence.

42. once the foundation of the prosecution case is laid
by leading legally admissible evidence, it becomes incumbent on the

Contd....
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accused to establish from the evidence on record that he has not
committed offence or to show from the circumstances of a particular case
that a man of ordinary prudence would most probably draw an inference
of innocence of his favour. The accused may achieve an end by leading
defence evidence or by dis-crediting prosecution witnesses by cross_
examination or by exposing the patent absurdities or inherent infirmities
in their version by an analysis of the speciar features of the case.

43. Presumption, are rures of evidence and don't conflict
with the presumption of the innocence of the accused, for the burden on
the prosecution to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt, remains
intact. when the fact gives rise to a presumption on law, the prosecution
shall be taken to have discharged his obligarion ro prove irs case beyond
reasonable doubt. In such a case the onus shifts to the accused to prove
contrary. In the instant case the prosecution has proved that on s.11.201.4
at around 7 p.M rhe accused way laid pw 2 to the paddy field on the
pretext of asking PW 2 to rise the grass bundle on the head of the
accused and after taking him there gagged his mouth and committed anal
sex with Pw 2. The evidence of pw 2 did not cast any doubt or don,t
smell any tutoring. His evidence is well corroborated by other pws and
also supported by forensic evidence. PW 6 (Nitish Mandal) saw the mud
stain white long pant and brack jacket of pw 2 when pw 2was brought
by his parents to his house to narrate the fact. They attempted for a
'bichar' but the accused did not rurn up. Ext 4(2)is his signature in Ext 4
(seizure list) in respect of seizure of M.Ext 1 (long pant of pw 2),

-Sllffi 
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No evidence is led to dis-credit the evidence of pws or prove the
innocence of the accused. Even in his explanation given while recording
his statement U/s 313 cr.p.c also he has not given any such explanation
which comes in his favour or exposecl the patent absurdities or inherent
infirmities in the evidence by an anaiysis of the special features of the
CASE.

45. From the foregoing discussions and conclusion
arrived at it is held that prosecution has able to establish that the accused
committed sexual assault on the minor victim boy (pw 2) and the said
offence comes wirhin the provision of pocso Act beyond all reasonabre
doubt. The only thing remains to be considered whether his offence
comes u/s 4 or u/S 6 of the pocso Act based on the age of the victim.

46. The charge initially framed against the accused was
uls 4 of the pocso Act on 26.2,20rs by my rearned predecessor.
Subsequently, considering the age of the victim boy to be below 12 years
the charge was artered by my rearned preprocessor vide order dated
11.4.2018 ro section 6 of pocSo Act. In this regard the discrepancy in
the age is felt necessary to discuss. pw 2 while giving his statement u/s
164 cr.P.c has menrioned his age as 10 years as on 7.rr.2ol4and while
adducing his evidence before the court on 23.2.2016 mentioned his age
as 11 years. In the FIR (Ext 3) aiso the age is mentioned as 10 years.
But in Ext 1 (medical report) the age of pw 2 is mentioned as L3 years
and in the cross examination of pw 1 (doctor) he stated that he
mentioned the age as 13 years as reported by the guardian of the victim
boy.
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47.

(1e)

It is dury of the prosecuting to prove the age of the
victim boy. No document has been produced in respect of the age of the
victim boy. Prosecution cannot shrug of his responsibility of proving its
case. Prosecution having failed to prove the age of the victim boy to be
10 years the age mentioned by the doctor needs to be considered, as he is
neutral person and there was no reason for him to mention the age of the
victim b^V to be 13 years.

48. The POCSO (Amendment) Bill, 2019 has amended
section 6 of the pocso Act and has raised the sentence from Rigorous
imprisonment of 10 years to not less than 20 years but which may extend
to life and shall also be liable to fine. when the punishment is more the
burden on the prosecudon will also be more. It is to prove its case to
substantiate conviction under particular Section.

49. Though Section 6 of the Act is not proved but
section 4, as originally charged has been estabrished beyond reasonable
doubt. Invoking section 222(2) cr.p.c the accused is convicted for
offence u/s 4 of the pocso Act, which provides for less punishment
than Section 6 of the Act.

50. The nature of
for any such ieniency within the

Probation of Offender Act.

the offence do not entitle the accused

provision of Section 360 Cr.p.C or

51' Heard the accused on the question of sentence in
terms of section 23s(2) cr.p.c. His statement is recorded in separate
sheet and kept with the case record. The repry of the convict does not
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justify any such leniency.

52. The punishment TJIS 4 of the POCSO Act provides
for imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than 7 years but
which may extent to imprisonment for life and shall also be iiable to fine.
The accused has committed sexual assault on a minor boy of tender age.

There was no mitigating factor and there can be no any such mitigating
factor for a person to commit rape on a boy aged abou t rz I 13 years.

The act of sexual assaurt on the child do not end there. It causes mental
trauma to the child not only at the time of such offence but it carries with
him for longer period which may be for the life time also. The offence of
the accused deserves exemplary punishment.

53. To give a lesser punishment for the accused wourd
be to render the justice system of this country suspects. The common
man will loose faith in the court in such cases, the common people
understand and appreciate the language of deterrence more than the
reformative jargon.

54. In the recent years, it has been nodced that crime
against woman and the child are on the rise. These crimes are affront to
the human dignity of the society. Imposition of the grossly inadequate
sentence and particularly against the mandate of the legisrature not only
is an injustice to the victim to the crime in particular and the society as a
whole in general but also at times encourages the criminal. The courts
have an obligation while awarding punishment to impose appropriate
punishment so as to respond to the society,s cry for justice against such
criminals. public abhorrence of the crime needs a reflection through the
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56.

(2r)
courts verdict in the measure of punishment. The court must not keep
in view the rights of the criminal oniy but arso the rights of the victim of
crime and the society at large while considering the imposition of the
punishment. committing rape on a herpress child of aged between 12 /
13 years seeks the judicial conscience.

55' A sexual viorence apart from being a dehumanizing
act is an unlawful intrusion of the right to privacy and scancity of the
victim boy. It also an offence self esteem and dignity. It degrades and
humiliates the victim and where the victim is a herpress innocent boy, it
leaves a ftaumatic experience.

rre rronDle supreme Court in the case of Rajendrap 
reported in 1979 3 scc 646 held that

The Hon'bie Supreme Court in

-" Judges are entitled to hold their own views, but it is the bounden duty
of the court to impose a proper punishment, depending upon the degree
to criminality and the desirability to impose such punishment as a
measure of social necessity, as a means of deterring other potentiar
offenders."

57. Considering the facts and circumstances of the case
and the evidence in its entirety the accused deserves the exemplary
punishment. Hence, the accused Asuruddin on being convicted for
offence u/s 4 of the pocso Act is hereby sentenced to undergo rigorous
imprisonment for a period of 7(seven) years and fine of Rs. 20,000.00
(Rupees twenty thousand), in defaurt, further imprisonment for 1 (one)
year. The fine, if so realized be paid to the victim boy.
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(22)

Send a copy of the judgment to the Secretary,
District Legal Services Authority, Bongaigaon for making an enquiry and
awarding appropriate compensation to the victim boy of this case.

59. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this
23'd day of July, 2019.

Dictated and corrected by me,
n

lffzur
(Binod tl{6-,rt il

';::;W#1,rcgr;'
BeniEtlai's'
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:

PW 1 - Dr Karuna Kanta Talukdar'

PW 2 - Victim
PW3-OsmanGani'
PW 4 - Mustt Mushlina Begum'

PW 5 - Md Abdul Khaleque'

PW6-NitishMandal'
PW 7 - Sri Sankar Ch Rabha'

PW A - Haidar AIi Ahmed (l'O')'

Defence Witness:
NiI.
D,/qcuments Exhibited by Prosecution :

p*,-f Medical examination report'

Ext-2 Statement of the victim U/S 164 CrPC'

Ext-3 FIR.
Ext 4 Seizure list'
Ext-S FSL rePort'

Ext-6 Letter dated L7 'L'20t5'
Ext-Z Sketch map of the place of occurrence'

Ext B Charge sheet'

Material Exhibited by prosecution:

M.Ext l- - Pant

Defence Exhibit:
NiI.
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